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ABSTRACT

The treatment of patients with advanced breast cancer has

developed further in recent years. In addition to therapeutic

progress in the established subgroups (hormone receptor

and HER2 status), there are now therapies which are geared

to individual molecular characteristics, such as PARP inhibitor

therapy in BRCA-mutated patients. In addition to this, tests

are being developed which are intended to establish addition-
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al markers within subgroups in order to predict the efficacy of

a therapy. PI3K mutation testing in HER2-negative, hormone-

receptor-positive tumours and PD‑L1 testing of immune cells

in triple-negative tumours are expected to become estab-

lished in clinical practice in order to select patients for the re-

spective therapies. With new therapeutic approaches, new

adverse effects also appear. The management of these ad-

verse effects, just as those of classical therapy (supportive

therapy), is essential with the introduction of new treatments

in order to preserve patientsʼ quality of life. Knowledge re-

garding measures to preserve and improve quality of life has

significantly increased in recent years. Lifestyle factors should

be taken into account, as should modern therapeutic meth-

ods. This review summarises the latest studies and publica-

tions and evaluates them in regard to the relevance for clinical

practice.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Die Behandlung von Patientinnen mit fortgeschrittenem

Mammakarzinom hat sich in den letzten Jahren weiterent-

wickelt. Zusätzlich zum Therapiefortschritt in den etablierten

Subgruppen (Hormonrezeptor- und HER2-Status) gibt es nun

Therapien, die sich an einzelnen molekularen Charakteristika

orientieren, wie zum Beispiel die PARP-Inhibitortherapie bei

BRCA-mutierten Patientinnen. Zusätzlich dazu sind Tests in

der Entwicklung, die innerhalb von Subgruppen weitere Mar-

ker etablieren sollen, um die Wirksamkeit einer Therapie vor-

herzusagen. Die PI3K-Mutationstestung bei HER2-negativen,

hormonrezeptorpositiven Tumoren, und die PD‑L1-Testung

von Immunzellen bei triple-negativen Tumoren werden vo-

raussichtlich in der klinischen Praxis etabliert, um Patientin-

nen für die jeweiligen Therapien auszuwählen. Mit neuen The-

rapieansätzen treten auch neue Nebenwirkungen auf. Das

Management dieser Nebenwirkungen ebenso wie die der klas-

sischen Therapien (supportive Therapie) ist mit der Einfüh-

rung neuer Behandlungen essenziell, um die Lebensqualität

der Patientinnen zu erhalten. Das Wissen über Maßnahmen

zur Erhaltung und Verbesserung der Lebensqualität hat in

den letzten Jahren deutlich zugenommen. Lifestyle-Faktoren

sollten dabei ebenso Berücksichtigung finden wie moderne

Therapieverfahren. Diese Übersichtsarbeit fasst die neuesten

Studien und Veröffentlichungen zusammen und bewertet sie

in Bezug auf die Relevanz für die klinische Praxis.
Introduction
In the era of individualisation of therapies [1–4], additional tar-
geted and immuno-oncological substances for defined groups of
patients with advanced breast cancer are currently reaching the
point of being ready for approval. The use of CDK4/6 inhibitors in
HER2-negative and hormone-receptor-positive advanced breast
cancer patients is standard. The approval of PARP inhibitors in
BRCA-mutated patients is on the horizon. New studies on the effi-
cacy of PI3K inhibitors in PI3K-mutated tumours were also pre-
sented, as were studies on the specific efficacy of checkpoint in-
hibitors. Thus the individualisation of therapy in clinical practice,
which has been sought after for many years, appears to have been
reached [5]. The following review presents the latest studies and
publications from this context.
Therapy for Metastatic Triple-Negative
Breast Cancer

The patient with metastatic triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC)
continues to remain the major challenge in oncology. The classical
therapeutic approach is chemotherapy. However, this option is as-
sociated with a short progression-free time (PFT); in the second
line, the PFT is only nine weeks and only 49% of patients reach
the third line [6]. The overall survival is approx. 13–14 months fol-
lowing diagnosis of metastasis.

Whereas in the past, therapy was performed analogously to
non-triple-negative breast cancer, the Breast Committee of the
German Gynaecological Oncology Working Group (AGO e.V.) cur-
rently recommends the use of therapies containing platinum for
this group [7]. Future approaches may differentiate TNBC into a
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highly proliferative subtype which still requires chemotherapy, a
subtype with detectable androgen receptor expression (possible
anti-androgen therapy), a BRCA-associated type (use of PARP in-
hibitors) and an immuno-associated subtype which is character-
ised by immune infiltrates and which makes the use of checkpoint
inhibitors appear promising [8]. After several phase II studies
yielded the proof-of-concept, the results of the IMpassion130
study were recently published [8]. In this blinded phase III study,
451 patients with a non-pretreated metastasised TNBC were ran-
domised 1 :1 in each case to nab-paclitaxel 100mg/m2, d1, 8, 15,
q28d, or the combination of nab-paclitaxel and the PD‑L1 inhib-
itor atezolizumab. In addition to the previous therapy containing
taxane and the presence of liver metastases, the PD‑L1 status on
the immune cells (IC, positive at ≥ 1%) was the most important
stratification factor. In the intention-to-treat (ITT) analysis, the
PFT after a median follow-up of 12.9 months in the experimental
arm was 7.2 vs. 5.5 months in the standard arm (HR 0.80 [95% CI
0.69–0.92]; p = 0.0025). The overall survival, with an HR of 0.83
(95% CI 0.69–1.02) and a difference of 21.3 to 17.6 months, still
did not achieve any statistical significance (p = 0.0840). Even if it
was not envisaged by the statistical plan, the overall survival (OS)
of the patients with a PD‑L1-IC-positive tumour was descriptively
assessed. This revealed a significant difference for this subgroup
of 15.5 to 25.0 months (HR 0.62 [95% CI 0.45–0.86]) – for this
challenging collective, this is a promising and practice-changing
result, if the survival advantage should be confirmed in the final
analysis. Yet many questions which were recently answered in
the presentation of additional subgroup analyses still remain [9].
With regard to the PD‑L1 status, the rationale of taking the posi-
tivity of the surrounding immune cells into account was based on
the fact that triple-negative tumour cells rarely have PD‑L1 ex-
pression; in the present study, only 9% of the tumour cells vs.
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41% when immune cells are taken into account. That the PD‑L1-IC
status is essential for the response was confirmed by the negative
results of the PD‑L1-IC negative subgroup – the PFT in the stan-
dard as well as the experimental arm was 5.6 months
(p = 0.5152) and the OS at 18.9 vs. 18.4 months (p = 0.9068).
Other biomarkers such as CD8 positivity or the presence of stro-
mal tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes (TiLs) were only predictive
for a clinical benefit, even if there was also PD‑L1-IC positivity.
With the upcoming introduction of the PARP inhibitors, the ques-
tion additionally arises about the extent to which atezolizumab is
also effective if there is a BRCA mutation. If a BRCA mutation is
present, the effectiveness was defined only by the PD‑L1 status.
PD‑L1-IC-negative mutation carriers do not have any advantage
through Atezolizumab for either PFT and OS, while for PD‑L1-IC-
positive mutation carriers, a benefit was able to be demonstrated
for the PFT in particular (HR 0.45 [95% CI 0.21–0.96]; p = 0.04).
Accordingly, the combination therapy with checkpoint inhibitor
for the subgroup of the PD‑L1-IC-positive patients, independent
of other biomarkers, should soon develop into the new standard
in the first-line situation.

The situation shows that molecular diagnostics will increase in
the case of patients with metastatic breast cancer. On the one
hand, testing of immune cells for PD‑L1 will become necessary in
the case of triple-negative breast cancers. In the Impassion130
study, approx. 40% of the patients were positive for this biomark-
er, just as in the case of testing for BRCA1 and BRCA2 in HER2-
negative breast cancers. In triple-negative breast cancers, a muta-
tion could be found here in 10–20% of cases [10–15]. Therapeu-
tic sequences have still not been established, however the prolon-
gation of the OS argues in favour of primary therapy with the
PD‑L1 antibody.
Therapy of Metastatic, Hormone-Receptor-
Positive, HER2-negative Breast Cancer

In the past 10 years, certain substances have been tested and also
to some extent introduced into clinical practice with great success
which, in the case of a combination with an antihormonal therapy,
overcome endocrine resistance in some patients or improve the
efficacy of the antihormonal therapy and thus lead to a longer
PFT. After the introduction of everolimus [16,17], it was able to
be shown in seven studies that the CDK4/6 inhibitors (palbociclib,
ribociclib and abemaciclib) prolong the PFT in pre- and postmen-
opausal patients and in several therapy lines, with hazard ratios
between 0.5 and 0.6 (summarised in [18]). In addition to an im-
proved PFT, a trend for a better OS was also reported by one of
the studies [19]. It was also able to be shown that the quality of
life could be improved by delaying progression [20, 21].

Since therapy with a CDK4/6 inhibitor has become established
as a standard in first-line therapy just one year after it became
available [22], the question arises as to how these patients should
continue to be treated in the event of discontinuation of the
CDK4/6 inhibitor therapy. Despite the recommendation of fully
utilizing anti-endocrine therapy, a sequence of multiple chemo-
therapies was used in a large portion of the patients [23]. This
could be further improved by additional, effective combination
270
therapies in the direction of more frequent anti-endocrine ther-
apy. About 40% of hormone-receptor-positive HER2-negative
breast cancers have mutations in the PI3K gene which is the most
common genetic aberration in this tumour type [24, 25]. The mu-
tations can lead to tumour cell growth and endocrine resistance.
For combination therapy with CDK4/6 inhibitors, it was further
described that mutations such as the PI3K mutation newly accu-
mulate in more than 8% of patients [26]. For this reason, therapy
with a PI3K inhibitor would be entirely reasonable. Data from a
prospectively randomised phase III study (SOLAR-1) on the PI3K
inhibitor alpelisib were recently presented [27,28]. Alpelisib is a
specific inhibitor of the PIK3CA isoform and specifically inhibits
the mutated subunit. In the SOLAR-1 study, 572 patients with ad-
vanced hormone-receptor-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer
were divided in 2 cohorts, those with and without a PIK3CA muta-
tion. Most of the patients were postmenopausal and all had re-
ceived previous therapy with an aromatase inhibitor and approx.
10% with a CDK4/6 inhibitor. The mutation analysis was per-
formed in primary tissue [27] for the primary analysis and in a sec-
ondary retrospective examination in circulating tumour DNA in
the plasma (liquid biopsy) [28].

The patients were randomised in both cohorts in two treat-
ment arms: fulvestrant plus alpelisib vs. fulvestrant plus placebo.
About half of the patients had visceral metastases. The study
reached its primary endpoint: The combination of alpelisib + ful-
vestrant prolonged the PFT of the PIK3CA-mutated patients from
5.7 to 11 months versus the control arm (HR 0.65; 95% CI: 0.50–
0.85; p = 0.00065). By contrast, no significant advantage was
seen for combination therapy in the non-mutated cohort. The
subgroup analysis showed for the PIK3CA-mutated patients a
consistent advantage for the combination therapy. At the time of
the first interim analysis, the results in overall survival were, by
contrast, not yet mature.

Overall, the combination therapy was relatively well tolerated
in comparison to other PI3K inhibitors investigated to date. The
main adverse effect was hyperglycaemia at approx. 35% (grade
3–4) as well as skin toxicities (rash) with a frequency of 10%
(grade 3–4). About two thirds of the mutated patients need treat-
ment to be suspended or a dose reduction on the combination,
and 25% discontinued treatment prematurely. The results of this
biomarker-triggered study should lead to approval. However, the
adverse effects are burdensome for the patients and necessitate
special management. Likewise, the implementation of the PI3K
mutation testing could be a challenge. Here it must be borne in
mind that the testing can be performed on tumour material em-
bedded in paraffin and also on ctDNA in blood. The analysis in
which the patients were considered following a mutation docu-
mented on ctDNA showed similar efficacy, with a hazard ratio of
0.55 [28].
Therapy of Metastatic HER2-positive
Breast Cancer

The discovery of the amplification of HER2 with an unfavourable
prognosis associated with it [29] and the subsequent develop-
ment of the antibody trastuzumab [30,31] have significantly
Janni W et al. Update Breast Cancer… Geburtsh Frauenheilk 2019; 79: 268–280
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changed the treatment of patients with HER2-positive, advanced
breast cancer in the past nearly 20 years. The introduction of the
substances pertuzumab and trastuzumab emtansine (T‑DM1)
have been able to overcome some of the resistance mechanisms
[32–37] (▶ Fig. 1) and achieve a significant prolongation in PFT
and also OS [38–41], which has led to implementation in national
and international guidelines [42]. A recently published work from
the PRAEGNANT network [43] demonstrates the introduction of
these therapies in “real world” clinical practice [44]. This work
was able to show that more than 80% of all HER2-positive patients
had received trastuzumab until the 4th line of therapy, about 70%
received the combination of trastuzumab and pertuzumab, ap-
prox. 50% lapatinib and also about 50% T‑DM1 [44]. The se-
quence of trastuzumab + pertuzumab followed by T‑DM1 was giv-
en to about 40% of the patients until the 4th line of therapy. Pa-
tients with a negative hormone receptor status or a high grading
appear to have received this sequence more often [44].

The antibody drug conjugate (ADC) T‑DM1 represents the in-
troduction of an effective therapy with a novel effect. DS-8201a
is another ADC which is currently being tested in clinical studies.
The chemotherapeutic agent (DXd, a topoisomerase-I inhibitor) is
bound with a linker to trastuzumab which releases the chemo-
therapeutic agent after binding to the HER2 molecule [45,46].
The molecule is deemed to be effective even in patients with low
HER2 expression. This could also be shown in a very large phase I
study [47]. However, in the case of just over 240 treated patients,
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there was death associated with pneumonitis. The reappraisal of
the cases concludes that therapy, when this serious adverse effect
is taken into account, is possible with intensive monitoring, stop-
ping the medication with DS-8201a upon appearance and treat-
ment with corticosteroids [48]. At present, this substance is being
tested after T‑DM1 in a phase II study on patients with HER2 over-
expression (NCT03523585).

The therapy sequence pertuzumab + trastuzumab → T‑DM1 is
supported by the guidelines, however pertuzumab and T‑DM1
were developed simultaneously in clinical studies and thus no pa-
tients who were pretreated with pertuzumab had participated in
the EMILIA study [41]. The median PFTwas 9.6 months [41]. Data
on the median PFT have now also been published from the
PRAEGNANT network. For patients who had received T‑DM1 after
pertuzumab, the PFT times were 7.7, 4.2 and 4.0 months for pa-
tients in the 2nd, 3rd and 4th line of therapy [49]. However it
must be noted that the number of cases – 57 patients –was small.
The Special Metastatic Situation –
Brain Metastases

Improvement in the treatment options of patients with metastatic
breast cancer has led to prolonged survival. With improved mon-
itoring of metastatic spread, about 30% of all patients with metas-
tases develop brain metastases in the course of their disease.
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Brain metastases often represent the limiting factor of the dis-
ease, since survival after the occurrence of brain metastases is
generally only a few months. In addition to the poor prognosis,
there is a massive limitation in quality of life due to cognitive and
neurological deficits. Patients with HER2-positive or triple-nega-
tive carcinomas develop brain metastases more frequently. A re-
cently presented investigation addressed the incidence of cere-
bral metastases as the first site of metastasis following adjuvant
therapy in patients with HER2-positive breast cancer. The follow-
up of the patients from the BCIRG-006 study which investigated
the use of trastuzumab in the adjuvant therapy of breast cancer
was analysed for this purpose [30]. Of the 3222 patients, 17.8%
developed distant metastasis in the case of a median follow-up
period of 10.3 years. In 17.5% (n = 101) of these distant metasta-
ses, brain metastases were the first location of the metastasis. No
difference in the frequency with and without trastuzumab could
be observed. A negative hormone receptor status and more than
3 affected axillary lymph nodes could be identified as risk factors
for the development of cerebral metastases. Overall, however,
very little is known regarding the therapy and prognosis of pa-
tients with brain metastases who were treated outside of clinical
studies. To improve the data in this regard, the registry “Brain Me-
tastases in Breast Cancer (BMBC)” was initiated to document the
actual German care situation. Along with an analysis on the out-
come of about 1700 patients treated in Germany [50] which has
already been published, another assessment was currently pre-
sented. Here, a prognosis score which was already published, the
“breast-graded prognostic assessment (GPA)” [51], was validated
in the German cohort [52]. This score is based on the factors of
Karnofsky status, biological subtype of the tumour and age of
the patient. The assessment of patientsʼ prognosis is relevant in
routine clinical practice, for example, for decisions regarding the
radical nature of therapeutic measures. The median survival in
the subgroups varied in the German cohort between 2.4 and
12.3 months. In this case, the score was able to differentiate well
between various prognosis groups, however the survival time was
shorter than in the published cohort from Sperduto et al., which
was between 3.4 and 25.3 months. This underscores the fact that
there can by all means be differences in the absolute survival in
various clinical cohorts. Even more unfavourable than the survival
of patients with brain metastases is the prognosis of patients with
involvement of the meninges (Meningeosis carcinomatosa). As in
the case of cerebral metastases, data are also lacking here on op-
tions for systemic therapy. In a small cohort of 7 patients with hor-
mone-receptor-positive and HER2-negative breast cancer, data on
the efficacy of the CDK4/6 inhibitor abemaciclib were presented
[53]. A therapeutic response in individual patients as well as an
overall survival of 8.4 months could be observed; this is longer
than in comparative cohorts. The study is currently being contin-
ued.

In summary, the problem of cerebral metastasis is increasingly
becoming the focus of research efforts which will hopefully con-
tribute to improving the treatment in the foreseeable future.
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CTCs and DTCs as Biomarkers in
Breast Cancer

The prognostic value of disseminated tumour cells (DTC) from the
bone marrow and circulating tumour cells (CTC) from the blood
has already been demonstrated in several works [54–61] and
there is a greater amount of data for CTCs for DTCs. In spite of
everything, disseminated tumour cells are of particular relevance.
It was recently shown that, as part of the carcinogenesis of breast
cancer, individual cells leave the primary lesions very early on and
are responsible for metastatic recurrence [62]. Within the scope
of a large pooled analysis, Hartkopf et al. confirm the prognostic
relevance of DTCs in 10307 patients with early breast cancer [63].
In 27.3% of all patients, tumour cells were detected in the bone
marrow at the time of primary diagnosis and the detection was
associated with a significantly worse OR (HR: 1.23, p = 0.006)
and disease-free survival (DFS) (HR: 1.30; p < 0.001). It was also
shown that, above all, DTC-positive patients with luminal B tu-
mours (defined as HR+/HER2−/G3) have a greater risk of distant
metastasis (HR: 2.34). Whether the determination of DTCs can
be used as a prediction marker for adjuvant therapeutic strat-
egies, e.g. a treatment with bisphosphonates, is currently being
investigated within the scope of prospective studies (e.g.
NCT01545648).

In patients with metastatic breast cancer, the detection of at
least 5 circulating tumour cells (CTC) in peripheral venous blood
is a negative prognostic factor [64]. Bidard et al. therefore posted
the question of whether the detection of CTCs (at least 5 CTCs/
7.5ml blood using CellSearch, Menarini Silicon Biosystems, Castel
Maggiore BO, Italy) in patients with hormone-receptor-positive,
HER2-negative breast cancer at an advanced stage can be used
as a decision-making criterion as to whether endocrine therapy
(ET) is sufficient or chemotherapy with subsequent endocrine
therapy (CTX) is necessary [65]. For this purpose, 761 patients
were included in the prospectively randomised phase III STIC CTC
study. A 1 :1 randomisation was performed. In the standard arm,
treatment was administered at the discretion of the attending
physician (ET or CTX). In the CTC arm, ET was used if there were
< 5 CTCs and CTX was used if there were ≥ 5 CTCs. The primary
endpoint was the comparison of the progression-free survival of
both arms. Here, the CTC arm was not inferior to the control
arm. In a planned subgroup analysis, it was additionally shown
that patients with ≥ 5 CTCs also benefit from chemotherapy if
endocrine therapy was considered to be sufficient from a clinical
viewpoint [65]. The authors thus conclude that CTCs could be
used as a marker for the use of chemotherapy. However, two
questions remained unanswered. On the one hand, it should be
clarified in further studies how the study results can be integrated
into clinical practice in the era of CDK4/6 inhibition. On the other
hand, it is unclear whether more intensive treatment can be elim-
inated in the case of patients with < 5 CTCs. For this reason, the
results of the STIC CTC study are especially important because it
was shown for the first time in a prospectively randomised situa-
tion that certain patients with hormone-receptor-positive, HER2-
negative, advanced breast cancer benefit from chemotherapy (at
least in comparison to a purely endocrine treatment).
Janni W et al. Update Breast Cancer… Geburtsh Frauenheilk 2019; 79: 268–280



Supportive Therapy
Supportive therapy is a fundamental but also complex part of the
oncological therapy and care which calls for a high degree of in-
terdisciplinary collaboration and a trusting relationship between
the patient and physician. Various guideline committees and ex-
pert panels have attempted to summarise the challenges and the
resultant recommendations [7,66–70]. An overview of the treat-
ment fields and necessary considerations is presented in ▶ Table
1. For most of the relevant, clinically significant adverse effects,
there are working groups which are developing treatment regi-
mens [71–78]. For practical use, digitised applications as shown
in ▶ Fig. 2 have been developed. While studies for new oncologi-
cal therapies are often conducted with many resources, specific
supportive therapies only develop afterwards and the knowledge
▶ Table 1 Examples of supportive measures (modified according to [7,66

Supportive measure Basic

Patient information Information on the disease, therapy,
adverse effects and self-help groups

Information for family members Information on the disease, therapy,
adverse effects and self-help groups

Physician information Continuous information and further tr
in new and complex therapies

Psycho-oncology Provision of psycho-oncological care

Pastoral care Provision of pastoral care

Musculoskeletal measures Counselling on physical, functional act

Nutrition and digestion In the case of some therapies: peristals
(e.g. loperamide), if necessary, infectio
diagnostic testing

Stomatitis Counselling on nutrition, food intake

Nausea and vomiting Antiemetics according to guideline
(incl. steroids, HT3-i and NK1-i)

Adverse dermatological effects Information

Infusion damage Information

Neurotoxicity Information, pain therapy, physical the

Cardiotoxicity, rhythm Information and knowledge about card
substances, monitoring of heart functi
(LVEF, QTc time)

Myelosuppression Monitoring of blood values, knowledge
therapies which require primary proph

Infections Hepatitis B screening, anti-infectious t

Fatigue Information

Sleep disorders Information

Pain Tiered pain therapy, physical therapy

Fertility Contraception during therapy, effects
on fertility

Menopausal symptoms Information on the effects of therapy

Bone health Bisphosphonates, denosumab, physica
nutritional counselling

Lifestyle Counselling

Long-term complications Information, programmed aftercare
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about avoiding short- and long-term toxicities often follows only
years after widespread use of the drugs. Some current studies are
mentioned below.

Anthracycline-induced cardiotoxicity:
no reliable medical prevention

The significance of cardiotoxicity of therapy containing anthracy-
clines often only becomes clear in long-term investigations. In a
10-year investigation comparing three therapies (chemo contain-
ing anthracycline [A] vs. A + trastuzumab [T] vs. anthracycline-free
chemo + trastuzumab), five times as many cardiac deaths were
found in the A+T arm than in the anthracycline-free arm in the
10-year follow-up period [79]. While the option of anthracycline-
free therapy is established in HER2-positive patients, there is a
smaller amount of data regarding HER2-negative breast cancer,
–68,70]).

Further

Events for patients and family members

Events for patients and family members

aining Establishment of multidisciplinary treatment
of adverse effects for special therapies

Events for patients and family members

Events for patients and family members

ivity Physical therapy, drug therapy

is inhibitors
us disease

If needed: peristalsis inhibitors, anti-constipation
therapy, infectious disease diagnostic testing,
dietary consultation

Topical therapy

Behavioural therapy, psycho-oncological support

Topical therapy

DMSO, dexrazoxane, surgical therapy

rapy Drug therapy

iotoxic
on

about
ylaxis

Colony-stimulating factors, erythropoietin,
transfusions

herapy Reserve therapeutic agents

Psychosocial support

Behavioural therapy

Pain specialist
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though there are indications that anthracycline-free therapy is
similarly effective [80]. However, if patients are prescribed ther-
apy containing anthracycline, the question of possible prevention
during the therapy arises. One of the largest studies to date was
recently published regarding this topic [81]. It was investigated
whether anthracycline-induced cardiotoxicity can be reduced by
an ACE-inhibitor or a β-blocker. The study investigated 468 pa-
tients with primary HER2-positive breast cancer who received ad-
juvant therapy with trastuzumab. The chemotherapy adminis-
tered previously could be anthracycline-based or anthracycline-
free. Beta blockers (carvedilol) vs. ACE inhibitors (lisinopril) vs.
placebo were investigated in the 3-arm study. The primary end-
points were defined as: Decrease in the ejection fraction (EF) by
at least 10 or 5% and a decrease below the threshold of < 50%.
The observation period was 2 years. The patients were stratified
according to therapy containing anthracyclines and anthracy-
cline-free therapy.

There were no differences in the anthracycline-free cohort. In
the cohort with anthracycline, it was shown that the cardiotoxic-
ity was able to be reduced by the ACE inhibitor (37%) as well as by
the β-blocker (31%). However, 47% also had cardiotoxicity in the
placebo arm.

Thus the potential use of cardiac medications for cardioprotec-
tion was confirmed by the study, but the result of the study is un-
satisfactory in view of the results in the control arm. EF as a surro-
gate marker may be an inadequate parameter for the primary
endpoint. The definition of manifest heart failure would have
been more accurate and meaningful.

The fact that no reduced cardiotoxicity was observed in the an-
thracycline-free stratum reinforces the trend in the direction of
anthracycline-free therapies.

Hot flushes: Oxybutynin reduces the intensity
and frequency

Hot flushes are a topic which not only negatively impacts patientsʼ
quality of life but which may also have an effect on the prognosis.
It is known that women with adverse effects have worse compli-
ance (adherence) on antihormonal therapy [82,83]. In addition, it
was able to be shown that reduced compliance can have an effect
on the prognosis of postmenopausal, hormone-receptor-positive
patients on aromatase inhibitor therapy [84]. Supportive medica-
tion could therefore be relevant in many ways, since hormone re-
placement is not indicated. One randomised, double-blind,
placebo-controlled study investigated the anticholinergic oxybu-
tynin, which is approved for the treatment of hyperactivity of the
bladder muscles but which also appears effective against hot
flushes. Oxybutynin was tested in the 3-arm study orally in two
dosages (2.5mg and 5mg) vs. placebo. The dose used here is sig-
nificantly lower than the dose generally used in the treatment for
an overactive bladder. Women with a high frequency of hot
flushes were included. Most women were receiving therapy with
tamoxifen or an aromatase inhibitor. The duration of treatment
was 6 weeks following a baseline week without medication. The
intensity and frequency of hot flushes were evaluated. The
change in the weekly intensity and frequency of hot flushes was
defined as a primary endpoint.
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The intensity as well as the frequency of hot flushes were able
to be significantly decreased (p < 0.01), independent of the dose
of oxybutynin applied. The adverse effects were acceptable and
primarily involved mouth dryness, urinary retention, dry eyes, di-
arrhoea and headaches. When compared to other substances
used to combat hot flushes such as fluoxetine, citalopram or ven-
lafaxin, oxybutynin performed significantly better. Since the study
had observed a total of only 150 patients, it remains to be seen
how the medication behaves in a larger population.

Widespread use of antiemesis

Antiemesis has developed in recent years into a highly effective
supportive therapy. In the era prior to the introduction of the 5-
HT3 receptor antagonists, vomiting was usually reported in more
than 60% of patients during standard chemotherapy for breast
cancer patients [85]. Nowadays, these rates are significantly lower
in routine clinical practice with the aid of prophylaxis with ste-
roids, 5-HT3 receptor antagonists and neurokinin-1 (NK1) recep-
tor antagonists, as recommended in current guidelines [75] and
as described in a large study [86]. An analysis of nearly 1000 breast
cancer patients (n = 986) who received standard chemotherapy
and the combination preparation NEPA (netupitant + palonose-
tron) was able to show that vomiting occurred in only about 10%
of the women and nausea in about 30–40% of the patients [86].
This emphasises the significant advancements in the supportive
therapy of this adverse effect which still had a significant influ-
ence on patientsʼ quality of life on chemotherapy just a few dec-
ades ago.

The use of antiemetics is largely predicated on the emetogenic
risk of chemotherapy. The main predictor here is the type of che-
motherapy. Individual factors can also be considered. Individual
molecular predictors have still not been established, although
promising results already exist [87–90]. The next steps here
could also be the individualisation of the therapy.
Lifestyle for Prevention, Improvement
of the Prognosis and Support of Breast
Cancer Therapy

Many new approaches focus on the topic of “quality of life”. This
relates to the well-being of patients on various forms of therapy,
the possible change due to certain behavioural rules as well as a
quality-of-life measurement. While it is nearly self-evident for clin-
ically experienced oncologists that adjuvant chemo- or antihor-
monal therapy, in comparison to purely endocrine treatment,
leads to a (at least transient) worsening in quality of life, there
has been a lack of randomised data on this subject to date. Qual-
ity-of-life data were collected in the TAILOR‑X study [91] and
these data were able to show a worsening in cognitive perform-
ance, fatigue and endocrine deficits in more than 10000 breast
cancer patients, particularly in the interval from 3–6 months after
the start of treatment [92]. In this respect, it makes clinical sense
that other groups have set out to improve this “deep valley” of
quality of life (and with limitations in the prognosis) under adju-
vant chemotherapy through “lifestyle” interventions.
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Two recently presented studies were able to demonstrate clin-
ically feasible results through training in particular [93,94]. The
Finnish study group working with the “EDDA” studies investigated
whether a 12-month period of strength and endurance training
on adjuvant chemotherapy can improve cardiopulmonary per-
formance, demonstrated by the VO2max [94]. The training pro-
gram was very challenging with a total of 4 hours of training per
week, 2 of which were under the personal instruction of a physio-
therapist; the control group received counselling, as is customary
according to Norwegian standards. Adherence was at 70% during
an observation period of one year. The most pronounced worsen-
ing in VO2max was found in control patients receiving chemother-
apy containing taxanes, with an average loss of 17% after
6 months and persistence of the decrease by 7.3% after 1 year,
while the patients who performed exercise experienced a loss of
only 1.4%.

The German SUCCESS study group chose a similar approach,
however using telephone counselling and mailings without per-
sonal trainer contact over the entire 2-year period [93]. The pa-
tient selection was also different, since only patients with a body
mass index (BMI) of 24–40 kg/m2 were included. Under advisory
supervision, the patients lost 1 kg in body weight within 2 years,
while the control patients gained 1 kg. However, adherence in this
investigation was only around 50%. If only the so-called “com-
pleters” are considered, that is, the patients who were compliant
during the 2-year observation period, a difference of more than
3 kg in body weight is seen between the two arms and a hazard
ratio in favour of the intervention group of 0.51 in the multivariate
analysis of disease-free survival [93]. All of these results greatly
support the need for counselling, because the relative effect of
weight reduction and exercise is as relevant as the effect of adju-
vant chemotherapeutic or endocrine treatment.

Nonetheless, the difficult task of correctly assessing older pa-
tientsʼ fitness for therapy remains. The CARG (Cancer & Aging Re-
search Group) Toxicity Tool which is composed of various param-
eters from the categories sociodemographic data, tumour and
therapy details as well as laboratory parameters was developed
for this purpose (▶ Fig. 3) [95]. The score correlates very well with
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the high-grade toxicities and the need for dose reduction, therapy
postponement and hospitalisation and thus represents an excel-
lent aid for making decisions regarding the feasibility of adjuvant
chemotherapy in older patients.
Biomarkers and Genomic Characterisation
While the establishment of molecular markers took a long time in
the past [96], the challenge for the future is to put the abundance
of biomarkers into a meaningful clinical context. One focus in the
case of metastatic breast cancer is the description of the genomic
characterisation and the detection of special mutations which oc-
cur within the scope of the metastasis or the progression or which
contribute to it. It is known that, for example, under the pressure
of endocrine therapy, ESR1 mutations of the tumour cells can in-
creasingly appear within the framework of metastasis [26]. To
date, there is little evidence of other mutation patterns. As part
of a more recent study [97], tumour material and blood serum
from 629 patients with metastatic disease were analysed. The col-
lective came from six French studies (SAFIR-01 [98], SHIVA [99],
MOSCATO [100], SAFIR-02 (NCT02299999), PERMED-01
(NCT02342158), MATCH‑R (NCT02517892). The objective was a
“whole exome” sequencing of the tumour tissue and the serum
DNA (HiSeq: n = 262/Novaseq: n = 367) for the identification of
genomic patterns and the comparison between early (eBC) and
metastatic (mBC) breast cancer. The tumour biology of the
629mBC patients demonstrated the following distribution:
n = 387: HR+/HER2−, n = 186: TNBC, n = 32: HER2+. Most of the
biopsies were taken from the liver (272 patients = 43.2%) and to
a lesser extent from lymph nodes (111 patients = 17.6%) or other
metastatic locations. Overall a high degree of heterogeneity and
clonal diversity between the mutation patterns which dramati-
cally increase within the scope of metastasis in relation to the early
disease was seen. However, this primarily concerned HR+/HER2−
mBC, while in the case of TNBC, there was greater diversity within
the scope of early disease. In the overall collective, nine driver mu-
tations (TP53, NF1, RB1, RBMX, FRG1, ESR1, RIC8A, AKT1, KRAS)
were primarily seen which increasingly appeared in mBC patients
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in relation to eBC patients and which are to some extent associ-
ated with a worse outcome. These could be detected in patients
with HR+/HER2− mBC, however not in the case of HER2+ mBC or
mTNBC. Mutations which should be considered to be therapeutic
targets (PIC3CA, BRCA2) could be detected significantly more fre-
quently in the case of HR+/HER2− mBC than in HER2+ mBC or
mTNBC. Three mutation signatures (S13 [APOBEC], S10 [POLE],
S17 [no name]) were detected more frequently in metastatic tis-
sue in comparison to early breast cancer. These are considered to
be a surrogate of “genomic evolution” and the detection of these
signatures was also associated with a worse outcome, particularly
if these occurred in combination. These signatures could also be
detected in the case of HR+/HER2− mBC, while no signatures
could be derived in the case of mTNBC due to enormous hetero-
geneity. Interestingly, however, a subgroup of the mTNBC pa-
tients demonstrated somatic biallelic loss-of-function mutations
(LoF) on genes which code for hormone receptor cascades and
which could thus represent a population for therapy with PARP in-
hibitors. If the frequency of germ line mutations of BRCA1 and
BRCA2 and, if applicable, other homologous repair genes such as
CHEK2, ATM, BARD1, PALB2 and RAD51D [10, 11,101,102] are tak-
en into account, the total percentage of patients who are consid-
ered for PARP inhibitor therapy could be more than 10% of all
breast cancer patients. However, this still needs to be proven in
studies.

The structuring of the introduction of such multi-genomic ap-
proaches requires structured, possibly computer-aided manage-
ment. The support of the physician through systems which may
be supported by machine learning could be an approach for intro-
ducing these big-data analyses in clinical practice [103,104].
Outlook
Even if all studies and results described have significant scientific
benefits, the direct clinical challenges are clear. The implementa-
tion of BRCA testing of all HER2-negative advanced breast cancer
patients, the PI3K mutation testing of HER2-negative, hormone-
receptor-positive patients and the therapy management in anti-
PD1/PD‑L1 therapies and anti-PI3K therapies appear to be the
main tasks of the next few months in order to be optimally pre-
pared for upcoming therapies.
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